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(?) PA: Q4C
[color]

19:00:16
-19:09:52

a) ceramic class - people sitting at tables and standing, CSs
women, man and girl making figures and pots, woman working
at pottery wheel, MCS woman several times cutting glob of
clay in half on taut piece of wire, MCS woman molding clay
on spinning wheel, CS woman spinning wheel with her foot,
CSs women molding different shapes of pots on spinning wheel,
woman putting objects in kiln, looking through peep hole in kiln,
hand of man turning valve, views of objects in kiln through
peep hole, figure being sprayed with chemical, CS hands of
woman taking objects out of kiln (1944)

C-194-A

19:09:52
-19:12:04

b) police activities in Teaneck, N. J. - doctor and nurse giving
policemen having medical check-ups, view from behind students
at training school paying attention to teacher pointing with stick
to drawing of intersection on blackboard, front view of students
sitting in their seats paying attention to teacher then in unison
writing on pieces of paper, front and rear views of two policemen
shooting pistol and machine gun at practice target range, processing
criminal case by going through card file and looking at mug shots
of suspects, finger prints and other documents in file (1943)

C-194-B

19:12:06
-19:12:58

c) use and care of paint brushes to help conserve resources in time
C-194-C
of war [sound-narration]
man painting large wall black with small brush, wrong kind of
brushes being used to paint moldings on counter and baseboard,
CS hand rubbing paint brush worn down at the sides, large flat brush
mistakenly being used on round pole, PAN across row of misused
brushes with varying degrees of wear

19:13:02
-19:22:01

CS hands opening box of new paint brushes made of bristle,
horsehair and fiber, brush being taken out of wrapper and rubbed
by hands, bristles being flicked across fingers and combed, brush being
dipped and soaked in linseed oil, removing of excess oil, examples
of damage done to brushes soaked in jars of water, brush being
properly dipped into can of paint, brush being improperly dipped
far into can of paint, CSs different surfaces being painted in proper
and improper manner, CSs unevenly and evenly worn brushes,
CSs brushes being dipped properly and improperly into cans of
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paint, congealed paint being fished out of can of paint, shelf filled
with brushes and cans of paint, brushes being cleaned in lacquer thinner,
alcohol and turpentine, brushes being suspended in brush keeper
soaking in linseed oil and turpentine, man painting wall, CU pointer
showing dried paint in brush and broken bristles, CSs hands washing
out brushes in sink, brush being dipped in tank of vinegar, brush being
combed and placed on shelf, dried out brushes being soaked in tank,
brush being cleaned with soap and water, rubbed on wash board and
rinsed and combed (1942)

19:22:04 ) Sports Special #2
(?) PA: Q4C
-19:41:30 animation of baseball flying through air, four men running on
[color]
outdoor obstacle course with houses in background, crowd at
baseball game, crowd at football game, football game action of
two different games, coed swimming meet with starting officials
in row boat in pool, HA LS students walking to classes across baseball
field, people playing mixed doubles tennis match with palm trees in
background, coaches and players at NYU basketball practice,
CS basketball being shot through net, CU golf ball on tee being hit
by wooden driver, football kickoff with crowd in background, marching
band on baseball field and PAN of crowd in stands, umpire brushing off
home plate, crowd in stands, baseball game action, CU starting pistol
being fired, football players running onto field with crowd in stands
in background, HA MLS pistol being fired at start of track race with
eight men runners, HA runners around curve, boys boxing in ring with
other boys watching as one of the boys trunks almost fall off during
fight, crowd in stands, football game action with player catching long
pass, crowd rising to it’s feet DISSOLVE to newspapers coming off
printing presses of New York World-Telegram with SUPERIMPOSITIONS
of headlines about college sporting events, views of people in lines to buy
tickets and entering stadium, baseball game with #18,#15 and #44 at bat,
HA game action at baseball stadium with Chicago team, game action,
LS band marching across outfield, game action, players in dugout, crowd,
crowd walking across field toward exit in center field, game action,
CS view of catcher receiving balls thrown by pitcher, CS fan with scar
on his face pointing toward field from stands, boy throwing ball
in front of blue background turning into animation of baseball flying
through air, MCS batter at plate missing pitch (1940s)
19:41:35 ) many airplanes of various sizes landing and departing at airport,
-19:47:43 autos, “Royal Dutch Airlines”, “American Overseas Airlines” and
“TWA” on sides of different airplanes (1940s)

(?) PA: Q4K
[color]
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19:47:47 ) animation of stacks of round discs rising up, sign: “Special”,
(?) PA: Q4K
views of crowd celebrating New Year of 1951 with smoke coming
[sound-with
out of “Camel” billboard
narration]
< narrator discussing sales records and market conditions for Buick
cars in 1941 and 1951>
19:48:03
staged scene of people buying newspapers at newsstand, drawing of
front end of cars with license plates for 1940 and 1941, traffic
on highway including cars from 1920s <“In 1940 Only 1 Car In 3 Was
6 Years Old”>, junked cars being moved by and hanging from cranes
in junk yard, newborn baby being held behind screen by doctor, older
couple sitting in living room with television in background, money
being printed, HA large crowd in stands
19:49:36
people on sidewalk looking at car through Buick dealership store window
19:50:08
professional and blue collar workers in various work activities - scientist
in laboratory looking through microscope, doctor examining patient with
stethoscope, man in office speaking on telephone with globe in foreground,
women clerks typing, farmers driving farm equipment in field, various
factory workers (1951)
-19:51:18 <incomplete> <some rolling frame lines>
19:51:25 ) Allen Dairy in Fort Wayne
(?) PA: Q4D
-19:55:15 “Foremost In Quality Control”
[sound-narration]
- farm, milk being transported, milk being processed on assembly
line, trucks leaving plant, milkman in truck bringing milk to family
at house, dairy section in supermarket
19:55:18 ) edible products on moving pedestals, plants germinating in
(?) PA : Q4K
ACCELERATED motion, revolving globe moving away, canyon,
[color]
sand dunes in desert, oil well drill?, cattle auction, slates being
[silent]
removed to reveal two men in cowboy hats talking in room and
outside by car, model of human lungs?, OVERHEAD view of men
playing poker with large cards, man holding up book: “Production
Efficiency With Instrumentation”, man working with model of
instruments on assembly line
19:59:15
The Birth Of A Salesman “Narrated By Wally Cox” - man smoking
pipe while behind wheel of abstracted car, two men in business suits talking,
secretary on telephone, two men talking across table, toy elf with beard
-20:00:01 wearing green hat

